
Meet Chakradhar Reddy from Singularity Automation

Singularity Automation is a Bangalore based IoT company working on next-gen

technologies for sharing economy. Its cloud platform maximizes asset utilization &

enhances customer experience in Co-Living, Co-Working and Budget Hotels. 

Chakradhar Reddy, Founder, Singularity Automation shares the journey behind the
inception of the organization. 

Biryani By Kilo 
Biryani By Kilo recently launched its first dine-in outlet in Pune. Read More 

Purplle

Branding and marketing-focused fund Spring Marketing Capital has made its first

investment of $1 million from its maiden fund in Purplle. Read More

Bluestone

Bluestone offers discounts on monthly gold saving scheme to plan for next Diwali. 
Read More

Introduction: Sustainable Development Goals in Investing 

Smita Mishra, CEO, Fandoro talks about the relevance of SDGs in Investing

CORPORATE ENGAGEMENTS

HDFC LIFE FUTURANCE PROGRAM- PHASE 3

We are looking for technology based startups with solutions that can scale for a large

organization. Interested startups can read more and apply on the webpage by clicking

here.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the IIT-2020 Global Summit

Watch PM Modi keynote address at PanIIT Global Summit 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi delivered a keynote address at the IIT-2020 Global

Summit on Friday, 4th December 2020. The summit focused on issues like global

economy, technology, innovation, health, habitat conservation and universal education.

PanIIT USA has been having conferences since 2003 and these conferences have been

held every couple of years since. In his address, he touched upon the IIT Delhi

Endowment Fund which was launched last year with a target to raise $1 billion over the

next five years. IvyCap Ventures continues to be an important force behind the fund, by

reaching out through its Alumni network to the IIT-D graduates. Mr. Vinay Piparsania has

been brought on board as the CEO of the Endowment Fund. He will be leading the effort

on the directions of the board of the Fund where Mr. Vikram Gupta is one of the core

members. Watch here.

Nilay Doshi is working as an Associate at

IvyCap Ventures. He has over 6 years of

experience in the Venture Capital and

Finance industry. He has worked earlier

with Swan Finance and CIIE Initiatives.

 
In the last 6 years, Nilay has worked with

early stage startups and established

SMEs. 

He has worked with startups working across different sectors including Agri, Healthcare,

Fintech, IoT, Space, Robotics, etc and analyzed them for angel and seed investment. He

has worked with SMEs for project financing and provided advisory around financial

strategies. 

He has worked with more than 100+ startups over a time span of 6 years and provided

advisory in terms of financial and business models, GTM strategy, product-market fit,

scaling up etc. He has also helped the startups with fundraising from Individual

Investors/VC funds.

He is a Chartered Accountant and a CFA Charherholder.
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